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BeChanida (b. 1974, Bangkok, Thailand) is a expressionist painter who developed through 

years of hearing what the heart truly desires. Now unbounded, the artist recaptures a playful 

and curious energy through her quick gestural brushstrokes in harmonizing complimentary 

hues. An inexplicable spontaneity in each gesture places the abstraction and draws a narrative 

of renew in each layer. 

She narrates her reflections, recollections, and emotional experiences into the physical world 

of visual poetry through a myriad of mediums, expressing that which cannot be put into words. 

Her range of subjects have expanded from a series of portraits to encapsulated emotions and 

fragments of condensed impressions. Her journey from an art enthusiast to a fully-fledged 

artist has led her to several group and solo exhibitions—and a chance for quiet conversations 

between the painter and the viewers with feelings and thoughts that transpire from 

spontaneous self-expression and conceptual narratives. BeChanida’s practice involves an 

expressionist method of quick brush strokes and splatter motif to elicit emotions and invite 

the viewers into the expanding space of her imagination and artistic psyche. 
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS 

2023  Hidden in Plain Sight, MeArt Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

  Selection of BeCHANIDA 2020-2022, GalileOasis, Bangkok, 

Thailand  

2022  Art of Living, Tait Sales Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

2021  IMPROMPTU, Old Town Gallery, Bangkok, 

Thailand  

2018 The Artist, Trendy Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

GROUP EXHIBITIONS 

2023  Flower Dialogue, GalileOasis, Bangkok, Thailand  

2022  Paknam Artist Lane, Samut Prakan, Thailand 

Mind and Body: an abstract conversation, Four Seasons ART Space by MOCA Bangkok, 

Bangkok, Thailand 

Beautiful sunset needs the cloudy sky, P space gallery, Bangkok 

  WHAT WAS Art Exhibition, Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC), Bangkok, 

Thailand  

2021 Signature II, ICONSIAM, Bangkok, Thailand. 

2020 The 13th Art Exhibition of the International Visual Artist Association of Thailand, 

The Queen’s Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

2008 In the name of love, Ban Silapin, Hua Hin, Thailand 

Absolutely Abstract, Vichen Gallery, Phuket, Thailand 

2005 Art Exhibition for PuTan the foundation at Charmchuri Art Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

Art for Smiles, Museum Hall Siam Commercial Bank, Bangkok, Thailand 



 

 
 

39+ Art Space is a Singapore-based art gallery that focuses on showcasing 
internationally established and emerging contemporary artworks and collections. 

“We see 39+ Art Space as a nouveau platform to introduce and promote international 
artists across Asia, and to springboard Asian artists to the global stage - as well as to 
be a player in the secondary art market. We are delighted to collaborate with these 
artists to feature contemporary art pieces, as part of the opening premiere to new 
possibilities and engagement in art in Singapore from 39+Art Space.” 

- Liu Ying Mei, Founder and Director of 39+ Art Space 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
#03-01 39 Keppel Road 
Tanjong Pagar Distripark 
Singapore 089065 

Tuesday - Friday: 11–7pm 
Saturday & Sunday: 12–6pm 
Closed on Monday & Public Holidays 

Email: info@39-plus.com 
Telephone/WhatsApp:+65 97760403 
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